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Editorial Notes
Happy New Year to Medium Bombers Association members worldwide!
…And a well-dispersed group we are: in
Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark,
England, France, Holland, Spain, Switzerland,
the USA and Wales.
The nine MBA worldwide executive members,
dispersed through three of those countries,
recently co-operated via the Internet to select a
name and new appearance for our newsletter.
You’re holding the result.
Jenkin Williams worked hard at keeping our
Association and it’s newsletter going. He also
recognized that the newsletter needed change,
evidenced by his request that Peter take over as
editor. Jenkin liked the changes introduced
while we were still lucky enough to have him;
he’d also approve this improvement.
We hope you will enjoy the various items and
articles dispersed throughout the pages of this edition of DISPERSALS.
In the quiet of the evening, go back in time and
read; imagine the evening sun silhouetting
Bostons, Mitchells and Mosquitos tied down at
their dispersals, work and operations done for
the day.
That’s the origin of our new name. 2nd TAF
Medium Bombers have a unique place in
history; your editors are attempting to give the
Association a distinctive newsletter in keeping with that uniqueness.
Now it’s your turn…please let us know your impressions of DISPERSALS.
Peter Jenner
Editor, UK

David Poissant
Editor, Canada

DISPERSALS ● CANADIAN CORNER
LAST POST
William (Bill) James McWhirter (AG-180) 86, of
Lindsay, Ontario, passed away peacefully with his
family at his side at Ajax Pickering Hospital on
Monday, January 12, 2009. Loving father to David
(Diane), Bob (Deborah), and Patricia Milne, he was
seven times a grandfather. Bill was predeceased by his
wife Ruth (1995) and son-in-law Steven Milne (2007).
Bill joined the RCAF during the Second World War and
served as an Air Gunner with 180 Squadron RAF; in recent years he was an
energetic supporter of the 2nd TAF MBA. A celebration of Bill’s life was held at
the Cambridge United Church in Lindsay on Saturday, 24 January 2009.

Chairman’s Message
Happy New Year! 2008 was a good year for us, as it marked the 20th Anniversary
of the founding of the Canadian Wing; we enjoyed another successful reunion and
gratifying growth in our associate member roster. Now, we’re kicking off 2009
with a new look for our newly-named newsletter and I’m looking forward to
receiving e-mails, letters and calls with your impressions.
This issue of DISPERSALS features an account by Bob Fowler OC (P-226) of a
rather long return from an operation in the Caen area. It’s lengthier than our usual
articles but includes a lot of detail, giving associate members somewhat of an idea
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of life on operations; and our veteran aircrew members will undoubtedly find their
memories triggered.
Thank-you Bob, for allowing us to publish your account.

TREASURER’S REPORT
01 Jan 08 balance forward $2,317.05
2008 income
$1,691.42
2008 expenses
$1,098.45
Balance at 31 Dec 08
$2,910.42
2009 DUES NOTICES HAVE BEEN MAILED. PLEASE RETURN YOURS WITH
A CHEQUE TO SUSAN AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE.

KEN HARRISON (WAG-98) • NEW ADDRESS
Ken and Gwen Harrison have recently taken up a new residence in a retirement
community in Regina:
Ken & Gwen Harrison
3651 Albert Street (Ste 221)
Regina, SK S4S 0A3
306-584-0070 (no change)
ROSE KOZORIZ ● ASSOCIATE MEMBER
Rose Kozoriz [George Kozoriz (D) AG-226] has registered as an associate
member. We missed listing Rose in the November issue; please accept our
apology Rose; we’re very glad to have you with us.
Rose Kozoriz
89 Roseland Drive
Carrying Place, ON K0K 1L0
613-394-3048
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SUZANNE-MARIE DUGUAY ● ASSOCIATE MEMBER
We also welcome aboard Suzanne-Marie Duguay, daughter of George Kozoriz (D)
AG-226, as an Associate Member. We look forward to seeing you and your Mom
at our next reunion Suzanne-Marie!
Suzanne-Marie Duguay
684 Potvin Avenue
Rockland, ON K4K 1H2
613-446-5173
E-mail: dugas@parl.gc.ca
CHRIS LARSEN ● NEW ADDRESS
Chris Larsen, Pennfield Ridge historian, has relocated; but he’ll continue to keep
us updated on 34 OTU histories. Please help him out with whatever information,
photos, stories, etc you have on Pennfield Ridge and the time you spent there.
Chris Larsen
309 Mealey Road
Pennfield, NB E5H 1T5
506-754-2323
E-mail: pennfieldparish@yahoo.com
LYNDA LOUGHEED ● NEW E-MAIL ADDDRESS
Lynda Lougheed has moved into ‘DSL country’ as high-speed service has come to
Spruce View, Alberta.
E-mail: lougheedj@harewaves.net

Are you moving? Changing phone number or E-mail address? Please let us know;
contact any of the MBA Executive Team listed on the inside cover page of
DISPERSALS. And we’re always looking for interesting stories; do you have
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stories or photos you can share with our members? How about that cool photo
with your crewmates taken during your Air Force service…contact any of the
listed execs. You could see it on the cover! Thanks much!

We have fifty remaining prints of ‘Grumpy Leads the Charge’. These are unique,
coloured prints from a strictly limited series of two hundred that features Mitchell
VO-B “Grumpy” (FL176) leading a six-plane box of 98 Squadron RAF B25s.
Grumpy was retired after
125 operations, a record for
RAF Mitchells.
Overall size is 27”x19”
including a 1½” border top
and sides, 3” on bottom.
All prints are signed and
numbered by the artist,
Randy L. Whitcomb, and
each is c/w an also-signed
certificate of authenticity
and aircraft background
information.
Three of the remaining prints carry more than twenty signatures of 2nd TAF
aircrew, including Christopher Paul DFC, C.R. Dunlap, Bill Fee DFC, Jenkin
Williams and George Kozoriz.
Those wishing to own this piece of 2nd TAF history can do so by contacting Susan
MacKenzie (details listed behind the cover). Cost is $40.00CDN including postage
and mailing tube within Canada; postage outside of Canada will be extra. The first
three orders received will get the copies with multiple signatures.
Take your copy to the next MBA reunion; collect veteran member signatures to
complement a wonderful illustration of 20th Century history.
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David Poissant

The ‘A Nosey Question’ article in our November newsletter piqued my curiosity,
as I could not remember Ernest Hemingway mentioned in the 98 Squadron
Operations Record Book (ORB) as I transcribed it.
Referencing the February ’08 issue for more detail, I find Sir Basil Embry hinted at
the problem when he stated he “did not recall if Hemmingway [sic] had received
Air Ministry permission or whether I had sanctioned it unofficially.” [The italics
are mine]
In addition to names of all crewmembers involved in each operation, the ORB lists
names and status of ‘non-working’ personnel onboard aircraft. An example of the
latter:
19 May 44
Mr. T. Downs (Evening News)
Flew with crew of S/L A.M.K. Eager who led twelve aircraft of 98 Squadron
on a raid on gun positions between Le Havre and Cherbourg.
Earlier information points to Ernest Hemingway riding with W/C Alan Lynn on a
98 Squadron raid on a Noball site 20 Jun 44. A check of 98 Sqn ORB showed no
mention of W/C Lynn that day, so I compared notes with Paul McCue who
included Hemingway’s flight in his book
“Dunsfold, Surrey’s Most Secret Airfield”.
Paul’s original information came from 139
Wing records and did not list Squadron
detail; he politely noted that Allan Lynn
was a Wing Commander, so flew with all
139 Wing Squadrons, and suggested the
Imperial War Museum (IWM) may have
background information on the photo of
Hemingway and Lynn he used in his book.
Paul also noted Frank Morgan (WAG-180)
IWM CL198
had mentioned Hemingway to him while
providing information for his ‘Dunsfold’
book.
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In a ‘phone conversation, Joan Morgan told me that Frank hadn’t mentioned
Hemingway to her in connection with his service but, while vacationing in Cuba,
Frank was immensely interested in where Hemingway had lived.
The helpful folks at IWM supplied two photos of Hemingway taken 20 Jun 44
(confirming the date) along with captions. One has Hemingway and W/C Lynn
pictured in front of a Mitchell with the caption “Ernest Hemmingway [sic], dressed
in flying clothes, is seen talking to the pilot of the aircraft, Wing Commander L.A.
Lynn DSO, DFC of Witbank, South Africa, before his flight.”
In an interview many years later, Alan Lynn
confirmed that Hemingway had ridden with
him on a noball site raid, but could not recall
the exact target.

IWM CL199

A review of the 180 Sqn ORB for 20 Jun 44
shows W/C Lynn, on his 2nd op of the day,
in Mitchell FW118 leading a combined op
with 98 Squadron, in an attack on a noball
site at Moyenville. And in the no. 2 aircraft
of the second box was Frank Morgan!

The ORB “Details of Sortie or Flight” for that op are”
“Target 1/A/60 (No Ball) in Northern France. Our aircraft took off at 14.21
hours and reached the target at 15.30 hours. The operation was a ramrod
of 21 Mitchells led by W/C Lynn with an escort of Spitfires. The formation
bombed from 12,000 feet and a good concentration of bursts was seen in the
target area. Two sticks straddled the aiming point and other bursts were
seen along the South and West of the target area with one stick overshooting
to the North into a wood. Moderate accurate flak was encountered from the
South of the target and the South of Abbeville. Inaccurate moderate heavy
flak also came from the St. Valery area. Visibility was six to eight miles.
The cloud was 3 to 4/10ths alto cumulus at 11,000 feet and cirrostratus at
3,000 feet. Six aircraft received minor flak damage, one of them FL217
crash landed at base owing to hydraulics being hit by flak over the target,
but the crew were unhurt.”
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The crew of Mitchell FL217 was: W/O H.L. Pilkington (Pilot), F/S K.F. Tilston
(NavB), Sgt R.N. Lamb (WOAG), F/S G.F. James (AG). The target was identified
in 98 Sqn ORB as Moyenville.
Therefore, we can conclude: Ernest Hemingway flew with 180 Squadron in Wing
Commander Lynn’s Mitchell, serial FW118 on the 20 Jun 44 afternoon raid on the
noball site at Moyenville.
The confusion could very well have been Ernest’s, as his original plan was to fly
with 98 Squadron; and he had been with them earlier, when a V-1 impacted at
close-by Cranleigh on 15 June. Ernest visited the impact site and was later obliged
to return several pieces of the rocket wreckage when police tracked him down in
the Officers’ Mess at Dunsfold Aerodrome (that V-1 ‘incident’ is documented in
Paul McCue’s book).

That great photo gracing the cover of this issue of DISPERSALS is from the
collection of Peter ‘Doc’ Ryan (O-98); it was taken during the summer of 1944.
Doc carried a camera throughout his service and had a great collection of photos
that he allowed me to copy shortly before he died in Dec 2003.
Doc said the car in the photo belonged to “someone in 180 Squadron” but didn’t
know who, or the story behind it. The only man he could identify was the airman
on the extreme right: Russ Legg (WAG-180) who was crewed with Jack Ewart (P),
Ken Porter (NAVB) and J.B. Barclay (AG). Please give us any more information
you might have on that ‘fine auto’, its owner and story, etc. Who are the others in
the photo? Were you there? Hopefully, we can add some neat stories to this snap.
What interesting photos do you have to share with us? Send us a copy and let’s see
what we can find.

We’re having a reunion in Ontario this year...keep early September open and watch
your mail for more detail very soon!
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The Long Way Home
Robert H. Fowler OC (Pilot-226)

On 06 August 44, at four in the
morning, the door of our Nissen Hut
at RAF HARTFORD BRIDGE was
slammed open by Albert, our site
orderly, hollering, “Wy’ee wy’ee,
rhyze ‘n shyne; two-two six ba’lle
ohduh croos breefin a’ foyve oondud
‘ahs!”

all. Miraculously, his wakeup calls
came through with sufficient clarity
and urgency to get all of the battle
order crews to the briefing room well
before the Intelligence Officer’s van
arrived.
The squadron’s operational centre was
an H-shaped Nissen complex on the
west side of the Hartford Bridge
Aerodrome, roughly thirty miles
southwest of London. The two flight
commanders’ offices occupied the
west end of the south half; the CO and
Adjutant’s offices taking up the east
end. The west end of the north half
held the briefing room, and the east
end was the ‘Ready Room’ – craps,
cards, snooze, keep dry, or argue.
The two halves formed an ‘H’ by the
connecting passageway from which
any of the four ‘halves’ could be
accessed without getting wet. In the
wartime summer of ’44 this shoddy
structure was the home of 226
Squadron (B25 Mitchells) which,
along with 88Sqn (A20 Bostons), and
342 Croix de Lorraine, Free French
Air Force (also Bostons), comprised
137 Wing of the RAF 2nd Tactical Air
Force.

Albert was an RAF corporal and he
had the responsibility for ensuring
that the Mitchell crews listed on the
“Battle Order” for 06 August were out
of bed in time to get dressed, abluted,
breakfasted (a shave wasn’t always
necessary) and up to the squadron
Nissen Hut complex in time for the
operations briefing, which we knew
was on ‘for sure’ that particular
morning.
In the RAF, visits we made to the
enemy were called ‘operations’ or
‘ops’. The American term ‘Mission’
was not sincere enough to describe the
ministrations we brought to the enemy
if everything went as planned.
We were always surprised that Albert,
with three robust, non-coincident
teeth (two uppers, one lower) and an
East Ham accent, was understood at
8

The Boston, built in the United States
by Douglas Aircraft in California,
mounted an almost identical engine to
the Mitchell and also carried a crew of
four. It was faster than the Mitchell,
but its bomb load was 1,500 lbs less
than the B25’s 4,000. Paraphrasing a
poster widely displayed in wartime
Britain, we liked to ask the Boston
Boys, “Is your journey really
necessary?” Their best reply was “It
doesn’t matter if you miss.”

whole life existed between now and
when the next one was printed. If you
were not on the Battle Order, you
might be stood down for the rest of
the day. That meant you could do
anything you wished, within easy
reach of Hartford Bridge, until
bedtime or until 0800 hours (default
briefing time) the next day.
If the weather was good and the lady
was at home you could get your
laundry done, or go for a bicycle or
motorbike ride if you owned
one or the other. Or have a
snooze to build up strength
for an evening at ‘the local’,
or go to Camberly to a
‘flick’ or to see ‘normal’
people’ but you had to be at
the briefing room whether
you were on the Battle
Order or not – it was never
known when extra bodies
might be needed.

Life revolved around the
Battle Order, a messy, hardto-read notice posted in
every building: mess,
hospital, station theatre,
ablution, in front of
urinals...everywhere. It
usually listed twelve crews
by names, along with the
letters of the twelve aircraft
in which each crew flew.
This usually made up two
Bob Fowler cycling • 1944
‘boxes’ of six Mitchells;
R.H. Fowler
one box each of ‘A’ and ‘B’
The briefing for the
flights. In special circumstances it
morning on 06 August 44 did occur
might list three boxes, a somewhat
on time; the Intelligence Officer’s van
more rare ‘max effort.”
was heard well before it was seen, due
to a thin pre-dawn fog typical of
A squadron philosopher complained
Hartford Flats upon which our
that “We live and die by the bloody
aerodrome was located. When the fog
Battle Order”; he was dead right. If
cleared, the first op of 06 August (our
you were on the Battle Order, your
crew’s twenty-first) was off the
9

ground with eleven other Mitchells, to
standby manual bombsight calculator.
deliver twelve loads of 500 lb bombs
Once again the Fowler crew would be
– 8 per aircraft – to a German
flying as a three-man crew with only
ammunition dump at Livarot, ten
one gunner; but what a gunner!
miles south of Lisieux in northern
France, in what we called a ‘piece of
Our Wireless Air Gunner (WAG),
cake’, meaning little
Warrant Officer
or no flak. We
Wilf Stanger from
ruined their
Winnipeg was much
inventory, put a
more than ‘only one
huge amount of
gunner’. With a
smoke into the sky,
scar that came down
and were back home
across one eye,
with no losses and
where he had been
debriefed before
cross-checked with
lunch.
a hockey stick, Wilf
Russ Hunter (in peaked cap), Wilf Stanger
(in shirtsleeves).
Photo: Wilf Stanger
was a one-man tourAfter lunch, our
de-force. Flying
three-man crew did an airtest on
Officer Russ Hunter from Toronto,
FW216 ‘S-Sugar’, a new replacement
was our Observer; the goldB25. We returned from the airtest to
embroidered single-winged ‘O’ for
find ourselves listed on a newly issued
Observer (the flying arsehole) over
Battle Order which had been drafted
his left breast pocket, labelled him an
as we were flying the test. In less
aircrew category that combined the
than half an hour the adjutant
skills of Navigator and Bomb Aimer
announced that the Intelligence
in one man; Russ did both jobs with
Officer’s van was already on its way.
skill and confidence. We occasionally
Two trips that day; that would be
borrowed a second gunner trying to
number 22...at this rate we might
catch up on an op or two so he could
actually complete a fifty-trip first tour.
finish his tour, but most often we flew
as a threesome.
The navigators ran for their big green
canvas ‘clue bags’ full of maps,
The van stopped in from of the crew
tables, a nav computer, protractor,
room and Flight Lieutenant Bob
dividers, pencils, ‘cloos’ and a
Lawrie, the squadron Intelligence
10

Officer, dismounted. His sergeant
carried a large board draped with a
grey RAF blanket. Bob clutched a
dispatch case tightly under one arm in
a manner suggesting it held the secret
of life; in many ways it did. An
armed motorbike rider set his bike
against its kickstand, removed his big
white gauntlets, placed them on the
saddle and took up a position by the
briefing room door.

another pin on the French coast just
west of Trouville. From there the
wool turned southwest to a pin south
of Caen, did a right turn to the north
and headed back across the English
Channel to our airfield at Hartford
Bridge. None of us missed the cluster
of black pins around Caen...was it
three or five heavy flak guns for each
black pin?
Bob Lawrie, a Scottish solicitor in
peacetime, opened the briefing by
giving a detailed description of the
area south of Caen, tenaciously held
by SS and Panzer divisions and other
Wehrmacht formations against
British, Canadian and Polish forces.
Bob’s clipped brogue was soft, with a
poise and clarity that gave the listener
the impression he had just been over
to France to have a chat with the
various Hun commanders and look
around a bit. South and West of
Caen, the Germans had launched a
counter-offensive, driving to
Avranches in an effort to cut off the
invasion forces. We heard all of this
but our attention tended to hang with
all those black pins around Caen.

Two flight commanders, the ‘met’
man, the armament officer, and other
squadron functionaries followed Bob
in. Those of us listed on the Battle
Order filed in last. The door was
closed and the dispatch rider, with his
big holster, took up his position
outside. From then on no one went in
or out until the briefing was finished.
I was always surprised there was no
roll call. Making sure the door was
closed, Bob said, “Good afternoon
gentlemen”, and without ceremony
flipped the blanket off the board to
reveal a large-scale map of England
and Western Europe. That action
always brought the room to quiet
order; every eye was on the map. A
piece of blue wool stretched between
coloured pins, beginning its journey
from our airfield and, after a little
kink at a pin on the south coast just
east of Bognor Regis, went directly to

Often our targets were heavily-armed,
fast-moving, well-seasoned
Wehrmacht units equipped with their
famous 88mm guns, some of which
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were mounted on half-tracked
vehicles. Minutes after covering
ground at forty miles an hour, they
could be stopped and set up to hurl
shells at enemy positions, or put up a
hail of accurate, radar-predicted antiaircraft fire. We had ‘serviced’ this
area just two days previously, when
accurate flak had holed several
aircraft; and some of their crews.

always dealt with the facts of our job
very directly. His unique brand of
humour made the least of the most
daunting aspects of the trip ahead: the
things about which we could do the
least. Paddy’s style came to him
naturally, was contagious and made
him living proof that his outlook was
the only sane one; and for some
reason there was great comfort in
mimicking it.

The met man
gave a briefing
Paddy performed
of the weather
the operational
conditions,
part of the
telling us how
briefing,
the beautiful
covering a great
weather outside
deal of detail
B25 Mitchell at rest vg-photo.com
covered most of
with a minimum
Europe. Perfect
of talk. He began with the key times:
for a picnic; almost too perfect for a
when the Bedford lorries would
daylight bombing raid when a little
depart for the aircraft; engine start-up
cloud in the right place could be very
time; taxi time; runway entry time;
useful in extending one’s immediate
and take-off time. Those five events
future if heavy flak or fighters became
and their times were usually written in
part of the action.
pen on the back of each pilot’s and
observer’s hands.
After ‘Old Cloudy’, came RAF
Squadron Leader ‘Paddy’ Lyle DFC
The enroute details of the trip were
and Bar, Flight Commander of ‘B’
then covered: box bombing
flight, who had been flying daylight
sequences, heading and altitude
ops since “the day after the war
assignments for each box entering and
began”. A tall, slow-moving, quietly
exiting its bombing run on target
spoken Irishman with the face of a
(with photos if they had them), and
man half again as old, S/L Lyle
12

reasons for heading and box
semi-sweet; delicious) materialized on
positional relationships. After
the table in front of each
concluding with fighter support (none
crewmember. We looked ahead to the
this trip), Paddy casually pointed out
time when, with the coast of England
the black pins saying, “There’s not
in sight, cigarettes would be lighted
much we can do about this lot. Box
and the sweets attacked. I have never
leaders, watch your clocks and don’t
been tempted to smoke, but the faint
give them time to get you
perfume of smoke in the cool
...the
faint
taped.”
of an aircraft at altitude, or
perfume of
even on the ground on a chilly
It took the German gunners
day, is a nostalgia that has
cigarette
about six seconds to read our
stayed with me ever since
smoke in the
ground speed, altitude and
those summer days of 1944.
cool
of
an
course, and less than six more
aircraft at
to deliver the first cluster of
After the briefing the crews
‘predicted’ flak bursts to our
altitude...is a pushed impatiently out of the
front door. In the target area,
room; each had urgent and
nostalgia
you had better not fly straight
varied business in the next
that
has
and level for much more than
few minutes. The two water
stayed with
eight to ten seconds.
closets (‘bogs’) became very
me ever since busy with many rushing off
After asking for any
those summer for a QNP (quick nervous
questions, Paddy studied us
pee) or even a QNS! Others
days
of
1944
for a moment before saying
set about organizing their flak
“Well, we haven’t lost
suits, oxygen masks and
anyone at the briefing...it shouldn’t be
helmet, boots, gloves, maps, escape
a bad trip.” His tone, and smile that
kits, pistols, and all the items
went with it, gave the feeling that
considered essential. Others just
having survived the trip thus far, we
disappeared until the Bedford lorries
just might make it the rest of the way.
arrived.
With general throat-clearing, the usual
package of gum, a Mars bar, and a
Cadbury’s Chocolate Sandwich (one
layer of sweet between two layers of

Invariably, there were a number of
keen types who had fitted themselves
out with the first layer of operational
gear before the briefing. In summer
13

this meant their revolver and holster
with its ammunition pouch hanging
from a blue webbing belt, and the biblike orange, inflatable life jackets, a
piece of American equipment that
failed to enhance the shape of its
wearer as did the bulkier RAF ‘Mae
West’, but made it much easier to
move about in a Mitchell, particularly
if a quick baleout was required.

bounced along with its relatively light
load, conversation about the things
uppermost in our minds rarely
occurred while we sat facing each
other on the benches in the back of the
truck; knees piled high with flight
gear. Relaxation came only after the
driver finally called out “V for
Victor” and Russ, Wilf and I crawled
out over the back of the big lorry.
The tailpiece of the Bedford was
almost too high for a successful
descent to the ground with a
parachute, harness, and all
the gear we carried. The
damned gun and holster
seemed to hang up on
everything.

Though it was summertime, many
crews wore their new ‘Escape Boots’.
It was difficult enough to
be a successful evader in
Nazi-occupied Europe
without having to walk
around in ones stocking
feet; ordinary shoes seldom
stayed on in a baleout. The
Pilots checked brakes, tires,
new boots were not only
propellers, engine, control
guaranteed not to come off
surfaces, sundry inspection
when your parachute
ports, and hydraulic panels.
opened, they were
Gunners checked their
Escape Boots
wing.chez-alice.fr
comfortable; and using a
turrets and the six or eight
small knife hidden in the ‘upper’ of
Brownings that protruded from the
the right boot, the fleece-lined upper
Mitchell everywhere. These little acts
half was easily cut away along a
never failed to amuse the ground
special double seam; ‘et voila’, the
crews after the days and nights of
new evader had a nice fleece-lined
attention they routinely lavished on
pair of nondescript civilian shoes.
the aircraft. They just stood grinning
while we did our pre-flight; and we
The ride to dispersals was thought by
tried not to look at them.
many of us to be the most difficult
part of any trip. As the big Bedford
14

With the bomb doors open, we
stuck in the bomb bay. Nobody
checked the load, paying particular
wanted to land with any bombs that
attention to the manual jettison system
might be ‘live’. Most pilots rehearsed
for releasing the bomb load if the
the reach for the jettison handle a few
normal electrical system failed. The
times before each take-off.
standby system was all-important if
an engine failed on take-off. We all
Before getting into my seat I usually
knew that a fully fuelled and bombedplaced the front and back body covers
up Mitchell, good
of my flak suit on
as it was, was not
the seat below my
a flying machine
seat-pack
on one engine
parachute upon
until the two-ton
which I sat. There
bomb load could
was generous
be dumped. When
armour plate
a red handle
behind the pilot’s
within easy reach
seat, from the top
of the pilot was
of his head to the
pulled, the bomb
floor, but none
B25 Mitchell • Armour plate location
D. Poissant collection
doors opened and,
below the seat.
with the aiming switch set to ‘Safe’,
Most of the flak came from below, so
the eight bombs dropped
it seemed logical to use the protection
simultaneously in a condition so as
for my favourite backside! After
not to blow up any of our friends in
wearing the flak suit for the first five
the area about Camberley. The
or six trips I found it heavily
mechanical system was also important
constraining; it seemed much better
if we were shot up on the way to the
protecting me from below, than
target, and the electrics wouldn’t let
weighing me down if a hurried
everything go...or if we came away
baleout became necessary.
from the target with a bomb or two
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Flak helmets were
At the very least,
heavy, leatherthey could create
sheathed steel
enough confusion
helmets that fitted
to upset the
neatly over the
schedule of key
normal flying helmet
times upon which
without disturbing
the whole trip
the earphones or
depended. The fact
L-R: ‘Maw’ Green, Bob Fowler, Johnny
oxygen mask. Stories
that they had the
Irvine (in flak suit). All are RCAF in 226
Squadron.
Photo: R.H. Fowler
we heard of flak
current code words
wounds to the head gave the ‘flak hat’
in their possession, when they had
great appeal; particularly after Joe
been given to our crews only minutes
Oulette, a high school friend from
before, sharpened our awareness of
Toronto took a hit to the back of his
the need for security. This was
flak helmet that could have finished
drummed into us constantly. A
him off. By the time a pilot was
proper ‘scrub’ would be via the VHF
strapped into a parachute harness and
radio using a pre-arranged code that
into his seat, there was only one thing
had to be challenged by a lead aircraft
he could do properly: fly the aircraft.
commander. A coded reply then had
to be given in reply to the challenge.
This was the only time anything
A sequence of this sort could be used
would ever be said over the radio
to recall an op at any time, even if the
prior to an op getting off the ground.
aircraft were over the target.
We all knew that last minute
cancellations had occurred as a result
Engine start time came and twentyof sudden changes in the war on the
four Wright Cyclone R-2600 engines
ground in the target area. It was also
were started almost in unison. Smoke
known that ‘phoney’ cancellations
from priming fuel and burned oil
had occurred when a special airborne
belching from exhaust pipes caused
German, barely a hundred miles
visibility to drop to almost zero in the
away, had actually called on our
dispersal area. After a brief warm-up,
operational frequency and, after
all engines were taken through an
giving the correct identifying code
initial run-up, clearing the air fairly
words in flawless colloquial English,
quickly.
announced that the trip was cancelled.
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At taxi time the
being spoken. As
leader of number one
our count of trips
box was the first
increased, this
aircraft to move out
euphoria was more
of the dispersal area,
often replaced with
and the pilot of each
thoughts of what
Mitchell taxied into
might happen over
position behind him
the next few hours.
Smoke from priming fuel and burned oil...
in the Battle Order
Mixed with those
D. Poissant collection
sequence. We
was an appreciation
wormed our way in a snake-like
of the good fortune that had attended
procession toward the threshold of the
our previous trips, along with a prayer
runway. Bostons from 88 and 342
that this one might be completed as
Squadrons fell in behind, lengthening
happily. The reality of all this was
the stream of aircraft winding their
emphasized by the rapidity with
way to the runway for the second op
which squadron faces came and went
of the day. It seemed as though no
as one’s own trip tally grew.
one wanted to be left behind! All of
this took place without a word being
On this afternoon, Squadron Leader
spoken of the radio. Earlier in the
Paddy Lyle entered the runway first
war, captured German aircrew
and taxied well forward before
confirmed that they often positioned
stopping close to the left edge of the
special aircraft at an altitude from
pavement. His number two came up
which they could monitor preon his right and stopped slightly back
departure radio talk that told them
from him. Number three came up on
who would be coming and when.
the left side of the runway and
This provided more than enough time
stopped with his nose close behind
to prepare an appropriate reception for
Paddy’s tail; number four came up on
us.
his right, close behind number two.
The process continued until the first
Early in our tour, it was an undeniable
box of Mitchells was positioned on
thrill to find oneself taxiing out to the
the runway in two lines. The next box
runway in a lengthening line of twelve
was on the taxiway ready to move
to eighteen Mitchells, everything
onto the runway. As each aircraft
happening on cue without a word
stopped, brakes were set, and engines
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were set to an RPM well above idle to
prevent spark plug fouling.

a heading that would take them to the
first turning point on the south coast,
from which they would cross the 90odd miles of English Channel to the
next course change on the French
coast.

All eyes were fixed on Bob Lawrie,
standing beside his van, fishing a
handkerchief from his sleeve while
trying to read his watch. Suddenly the
handkerchief would come free and
Once lined up on course, the leader of
Bob held it high above his head. With
each box reduced power slightly to
an upward glance to be sure the pilot
allow the rest of the box to close into
of the lead aircraft was watching him,
position. The two boxes, each
he would make a
composed of two
dramatic
tight ‘Vs’ of
downward sweep
Mitchells continued
of his arm and the
the climb to twelve
first Mitchell went
thousand feet.
roaring down the
Before the crews
runway. When the
clipped on their
first aircraft slowly
oxygen masks, and
raised its nose to
with the rear ‘V’
liftoff, number two
tucked up close
B25 Mitchells ready for take-off • summer 1944
began his roll. As
behind the front
A/C G.J.C. Paul via Paul McCue
soon as the first pair
three aircraft, the
of Mitchells reached the end of the
ones in the rear ‘vics’ were close
runway the next pair began to move,
enough for their pilots to have lipand the process continued until all six
reading conversations with the rear
were climbing away in pairs; and the
gunners on the Mitchells ahead; these
next box of six aircraft moved quickly
were typically punctuated with
onto the empty runway.
obscene gestures.
At five hundred feet the first aircraft
began a climbing turn to the left so the
one behind him could cut inside his
turn to shorten the distance between
them. They rolled out of the turn onto

Among the pilots, good formation
flying was a point of personal pride;
not only because of the skill required
to hold a tight and steady position, but
also for reasons of survival. A tight
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box occupied less sky and presented a
smaller target for anti-aircraft gunners
and fighters than a loose, raggedly
held gaggle. Fighters could attack the
rearmost ‘kites’ of a gaggle with
much less concern for the machinegun fire from other aircraft in the box.
A tight box could bring more .50
calibre guns to bear at the same time.
Gunners were not shy about letting
their pilot know when he had slipped
back, particularly with fighters in the
area.

As we climbed to the south we could
see several boxes of Mitchells on our
left as they came up through the haze
over the aerodrome of our sister wing
at Dunsfold. Dunsfold was the home
of 139 Wing, and comprised three
Mitchell squadrons: 98 and 180, both
RAF, and 320 Squadron which was
manned by the Royal Netherlands
Naval Air Service. The Dutch bought
and paid for their own Mitchells using
the earnings of their still very active
Dutch Merchant Marine.

Except for the occasional stolen
glance at instruments, the
concentration of each pilot was
riveted upon the aircraft close beside
him. Formation flying afforded the
pilot only brief glances away from
‘his man’. A two or three hour op
seemed a long time; the fatigue from
the unrelenting concentration caused
the left arm to develop more than its
share of muscle. A little spit
massaged into the palm of the left
glove made it tacky, and much easier
to maintain a firm but relaxed onehanded grip on the wheel. When at
the end of a trip the aircraft finally
touched down on the runway at
Hartford Bridge, sometimes my hand
almost had to be pried from the wheel.

In what seemed like minutes, the
coast of France came up in front and
in a few more went by underneath.
Over German-occupied Europe,
events seemed to slow with the
realization that German eyes were
watching us from all directions. One
of the crew said a lot of hell was
being raised off to the right; a glance
showed hundreds of tight black bursts
of flak rapidly filling the sky at what
seemed a considerable distance to the
west, and it did indeed look like
someone was catching hell. We were
glad it wasn’t us. No sooner was that
thought formed than we began a turn
to the right and rolled out on a course
pointing us directly into that dirty
expanse of flak-filled sky. From both
sides, boxes of Mitchells and Bostons
seemed to converge on a spot in the
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sky in front of us.
We then realized it
was the Mitchells
and Bostons ahead
of us who were
getting all the
attention...and we
were next!

aeroplane with a
huge hammer. It
was said that if you
could hear bursts,
you had holes.
“Right, right,
steady, hold it, hold
it, ORANGE BOX,
BOMBING,
BOMBING, GO.”

Down in the nose,
Flying through a flak barrage
Russ Hunter quietly
D. Poissant collection
said that we were
only a minute from the bombing run.
Just above and in front of us, the
I thanked him and noticed, as I had on
bombs streamed out of the leader,
previous ops, that in the presence of
down past our nose as though tied
continuous heavy flak, all aircraft in a
together on the same length of string.
box pulled closer together in an
At the same time our aircraft seemed
unconscious effort to make as small a
disturbed, with a gentle tendency to
target as possible. Within moments
rear up as two tons of bombs slid out
flak was bursting everywhere around
of the bays. With the bombs gone, we
us and the first words heard on the
gained airspeed and began a slow,
radio since takeoff were those of the
climbing turn to the right. None of
lead navigator: “Orange box, bomb
this made any difference in the
doors open.” Then, “Steady, steady,
amount of flak finding us; there was
hold it there, left,
so much of it we
left a bit more,
knew the Jerries
steady right
were filling our
there...steady.” The
piece of sky with a
eight to ten seconds
‘box barrage’, a
this took seemed
tactic we had seen
like an hour. Bursts
before. Nothing
could be clearly
much was to be
heard, like someone
gained by evasive
226 Squadron Mitchell Mk.IIs • Bombing run
beating on the
action. The best
IWM CH1307
bottom of the
course of action
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was to keep moving and get out of the
area of the barrage as fast as possible.

With the other
B25s gone, the flak
concentrated on us.
There were now
bits of chatter on
the radio, as
several other
aircraft were
having troubles on
their own.

As the climb continued, I noticed that
even with full power on both engines
we could not keep up with the box;
numbers five and six slipped past us
on either side as they and the rest of
the box pulled away. We continued to
fall behind the rest of the box and I
needed a lot of right rudder to keep
the aeroplane straight. The whole
operation was flying away from us,
and we had to lose altitude to
maintain a reasonable airspeed. After
a short while we could barley
distinguish the disappearing Mitchells
from the flak bursts. A voice on the
radio said, “Orange four, your landing
gear is down.” A quick look out the
left window, and sure enough, the left
main undercarriage leg was halfway
down, rising and falling lazily in the
airstream. The selector lever was still
in the ‘up’ position, and the landing
gear indicator showed the two main
legs to be unlocked. I then noticed
the hydraulic system showed zero
pressure, which did not make much
sense...a lot had happened very
quickly.

Something
was
seriously
wrong with
our left
engine...
“Orange
four, you
are on fire”

Something was
seriously wrong
with our left engine. A voice on the
VHF said, “Orange four, you are on
fire.” A look around showed no fire,
but we did have a lot of fuel spilling
from the left wing onto the floor
behind the cockpit. I replied to the
voice, “We don’t have a fire; we only
have a fuel leak.” Only a fuel leak???
The voice came back, “Well you are
trailing a lot of white smoke.”
I almost felt better. Fuel leaking from
an aircraft looks like thin white
smoke; real smoke from a fire is
usually darker or black. The whole
cowling was drenched in oil. The top
of the left wing had several jagged
pieces of metal protruding upward,
caused by flak that had gone through
the wing and fuel tanks from below.

With the added drag of the
undercarriage, we knew why we were
unable to stay with the formation.
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I felt a tap on the shoulder from Russ,
and turned to see fuel from the left
wing root flowing onto the
navigator’s table and cascading off its
edge onto the floor. The electrical
control panel was behind that table! I
later learned that the fuel was so deep
in the nav compartment that it ran
over the tops of Russ’ shoes,
drenching his feet, which caused them
to burn for a good week afterward.
Flak was still bursting around us; if
hearing bursts meant you had holes,
we were rapidly becoming a sieve.

Normandy coast. An enormous
BANG rocked the aircraft. We still
had several thousand feet that we
could trade for distance to the north in
the hope of not becoming prisoners of
war or something worse, if we baled
out. I called Wilf on the intercom to
let the rear escape hatch go, but
received no answer. Russ called him;
still no reply. There was no time for
Russ to climb over the bomb bay to
see what was wrong; we both feared
that Wilf may have been hurt. This
changed my thoughts about baling
out. It was impossible to even think
about leaving the aircraft if Wilf was
injured.

The left engine was useless; when I
tried to shut it down with the mixture
lever, the lever felt unattached to
anything; the engine kept snorting and
banging. I tried to feather the
propeller to reduce drag, but nothing
happened when I pressed the button.
We were losing altitude steadily; over
the intercom I said that without the
undercarriage we were going to have
to bale out. I was sure we would
explode if we attempted to land on the
belly with the amount of fuel sloshing
around the floor of the navigator’s
compartment.

Nothing happened when I selected the
undercarriage down. In the hope of
finding a piece of smooth ground, I
asked Russ to pump the undercarriage
down using the emergency lowering
system in the nav compartment. I also
told him that if he preferred to bale
out, now was the time; he said if I was
staying aboard, he would stay and try
to get the gear down. We didn’t
notice when the flak had stopped.
I selected the ‘down’ position on the
emergency landing gear extension
valve. Russ unclipped the hydraulic
pump handle and began to pump. As
he pumped, I could see the left main

Wilf asked if he should jettison the
escape hatch in the floor of the rear
compartment. I told him to hold on
for a while, hoping to get closer to the
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leg move very slowly with each
place to land, we caught sight of two
stroke. After what seemed a very
descending Mitchells a few miles
long time, the gear looked almost
ahead, fairly low, and flying in the
down, but the indicators still showed
same direction as us. A mile or so
it to be unlocked; Russ was having a
beyond them I could see what looked
hard time moving the handle against
like a bright clearing gashed into the
the residual pressure in the system. I
ground on the side of an orchard or
turned and saw him with his back
small wood; it looked fairly smooth!
against the nav desk while he pushed
We didn’t know whether Germans or
the handle forward
allies had made the
with one foot, then
clearing, and it
he pulled it back
didn’t matter; that
with his hand so he
was where we were
could shove it with
coming back to
his foot again. In
earth. The first
the middle of this,
Mitchell came down
he yelled, “I’ve bent
and raised a lot of
the handle.” I
dust in making a
looked back to my
respectable landing.
Flak damage to a B25 Mitchell
panel to see what our
He then taxied clear
D. Poissant collection
altitude was and got
of the dusty graded
a great lift to notice all three
area; and none too soon, as the second
undercarriage legs were indicating
Mitchell was close behind.
‘down and locked’. With the gear
down we could now see the left wheel
As the second Mitchell approached
and tire, or rather, lack of tire; it had
the strip with no landing gear or flaps
been shredded by flak, shards of it
lowered, we could see that it was
waving in the airstream.
moving awfully fast. In fact, we
wondered if it might be making a low
I disconnected my oxygen mask to let
pass, until it raised a large puff of dust
it hang loose; the fuel fumes were so
as its belly touched the ground at
strong I put it back on my face and
about the mid-point of the cleared
left the oxygen on. Russ climbed into
area. From there it went off the end,
the empty co-pilot seat and hooked up
crossed a road, and continued across a
the harness. Looking ahead for a
field before coming to rest against a
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wooded area. The Mitchell then burst
into flames and poured out a heavy
column of black smoke which showed
us we would be landing crosswind,
and slightly downwind.

without flap and approached the edge
of the clearing with the nose quite
high. As the edge of the level area
went under the nose, I reduced the
power on the right engine and, with a
crashing jolt, we were on the ground.

As we came closer to the ground, we
could see that the ‘clearing’ was on
When we first hit, the aircraft made a
the side of what appeared to be
sharp pull left toward the trees
Red tracers and the parked Mitchell; I
an orchard. Along the right
side as we approached, there
stabbed full right rudder and put
and
was a black strip of what
the wheel hard over to the right.
occasional
looked to be pavement. The
This held us straight for a
coloured
first Mitchell had taxied to the
moment or two while we ran on
balls of
left off the level area, in
the right main wheel; then the
amongst some trees, but near
left wing went down in spite of
fireworks
enough that I was not sure we
my efforts and the aircraft again
from its
would clear it with our left
pulled violently to the left. I
Very
pistol
wing. The second Mitchell
held the nose wheel hard to the
cartridges
was well off the end of the
ground and applied full
strip, burning furiously. Red
emergency brake; the brake
soared up
tracers and occasional
pressure accumulator came
from the
coloured balls of fireworks
through with some firm
flames
from its Very pistol cartridges
shuddering braking which
soared up from the flames. I
momentarily offset whatever
hoped there was no one in it we know.
was pulling us to the left, and we
crunched to a stop in a cloud of dust.
With only the right engine operating
properly, I waited until the last
Shouting something like “Everybody
second, selected flap, and learned they
out”, I turned off everything I could
were inoperable for the same reason
think of, fumbled with my harness
the landing gear would not extend.
and parachute, and went out the left
This meant we were not able to land
pilot’s window. The ground came up
as slowly as I had hoped. I brought
with a crash and, with my eyes shut
the speed back as low as I dared
tight against the dust, I rolled over and
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over away from the aircraft. Several
hands grabbed me; an unmistakable
American accent said flying was over
for the day. I stood up and saw the
best-looking American uniforms I had
ever seen in my life.

a target date they had set for having
this forward fighter strip, designated
A12, surfaced and ready to go for
Thunderbolts on what they called
‘tank escort’ operations. With typical
American warmth, they said they
were glad they had finished enough of
the strip to save some lives; and save
lives it did. To bale out of an Allied
aircraft, and land in the arms of the
fast-retreating German army in
Normandy, was no assurance of
becoming a POW. The Germans
were fighting their most important
battle of the war, and enemy aircrew
prisoners might be considered a
nuisance.

The next words were “Welcome to
France”; followed by “Does the RAF
always fly ‘25s around with three
Canadian schoolboys in ‘em?” Russ
and Wilf came away from the aircraft;
Wilf sure looked good. Someone
shouted “Put out those smokes and get
that gas covered with dirt.” Our
Mitchell was standing in a growing
pond of fuel which was still raining
out of the open nav hatch, the left
wing and engine nacelle. A quick
inspection revealed the reason for the
violent swing to the left when we
landed; there was almost no tire on
the left main wheel. All that remained
of it was the two rim beads with
ragged bits of rubber casing hanging
from them. Except for the short space
where we ran on just the right wheel,
the rim of the left main had ploughed
a furrow for most of the length of the
narrow black ‘pavement’, which we
later learned was actually a special
type of half-inch thick tarpaper that
American ingenuity had devised to
lay down with special machines. We
had set the Ninth Air Force back from

I asked Wilf what happened and told
him that Russ and I had called him on
the intercom to set up a baleout when
the gear wouldn’t go down. Without
a word, Wilf took us over to the
aircraft. In the centre of the rear
hatch, which was hanging open, was a
jagged hole about half an inch wide
and almost two inches long made by a
generously-sized piece of flak. Wilf
said that when he asked if he should
jettison the hatch, his foot was right
where that hole was and his hand was
on the release handle. When I had
said to wait a while, he stepped off the
hatch; there was a hell of a BANG
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and the hole appeared. He could have
lost part of his foot.

had seen the clearing. With his flaps
and landing gear operating, he made a
very nice landing and was thoughtful
enough to taxi clear in anticipation of
the traffic his crew told him was
coming along behind.

Wilf had then moved forward behind
the bomb bay and, without knowing
it, pulled out his intercom plug. After
not hearing anything for some time, it
became obvious we were going to
land and he thought it strange not to
have heard anything from Russ or me.
He then found and reconnected the
loose intercom plug; there wasn’t
anything he needed to say, so being
Wilf, he kept quiet.

McQueen’s Mitchell had been badly
damaged by flak, leaving him with
inoperative undercarriage and flaps.
When he belly-landed on the dusty
surface of the clearing, he went off the
end and came to a grinding halt in
some trees and burst into flames. One
of his gunners in the rear was
violently thrown forward and caught
his leg on a metal bracket, tearing an
ugly gash in his thigh. He bled
heavily, but they had crash-landed in
the only part of France where he
could get instant medical care. The
gunner and his crew were due to go
off on a couple of days leave after this
trip, and he went on this op in his
‘best blues’ in order to make a quick
getaway upon return to Hartford
Bridge. He wasn’t as upset about the
damage to his leg as he was about the
tear in his trousers and the blood all
over his best uniform. McQueen’s
other gunner had banged his head on
something during the landing and the
Americans had trucked him off to
their field hospital.

By the time we had gathered our
personal kit, the crews from the two
Mitchells ahead of us had been
brought in. Flight Lieutenant Ron
Orpen, a fellow Canadian from 226
Squadron, captained the first one to
land. We were pleasantly surprised to
see three of the crew of the second
Mitchell, which had run off the end of
the strip and was still burning; they
were a little the worse for wear, but
still intact. Their skipper was Flying
Officer ‘Mac’ McQueen RAF, a quiet
Englishman, also from 226 Squadron.
Orpen’s Mitchell had some holes, but
looked to be in fairly good shape. He
had one engine that wouldn’t run
properly, and after he had turned
north to get over friendly territory, he
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When his aircraft came to rest,
McQueen had barely got out of the
overhead escape hatch before hearing
a yell from his navigator who, with
the aircraft belly on the ground, had
become stuck trying to reach the same
overhead escape hatch. McQueen
went back into the burning aircraft
and got him out, sustaining burns to
the right side of his neck and head in
the process. The American medics
were generous with their sulpha burn
medication; it wasn’t possible to
bandage the area, so they applied
generous smears of the ointment to
the side of his head, neck and collar.
In the weeks after we returned from
Normandy, Ron Orpen sent several
letters to the Air Ministry in London,
recommending McQueen for a
decoration for successfully crash
landing his Mitchell
and rescuing his
navigator from their
burning aircraft; but
his efforts fell on deaf
ears. No recognition
was forthcoming, nor
were Orpen’s letters
ever acknowledged.

particularly around the left engine,
ranging in size from clusters of
needle-like holes to some of hand-size
under the left wing and fuel tanks.
The left engine and nacelle was
drenched with oil, the propeller
governor smashed, and grooves
broached into two cylinders deep
enough to see the pistons. The
accessory section behind the engine
had also taken heavy damage. Our
throttle and mixture control cables,
and several electrical cables were
severed, which explained why we
could neither shut down the left
engine nor feather its propeller.

We were introduced to Colonel
Morton D. ‘Mogin’ Magoffin,
Commanding Officer of the
Thunderbolt group, an impressive
man and very much in
charge; he suggested
we move to ‘the
chateau’ and asked us
to get all our personal
gear out of the aircraft
so we could move
without delay, should
the Germans decide
to retake the area.
Col. Morton D. ‘Mogin’ Magoffin (centre),
nd
With our Ninth Air
‘The Chateau’ was an
Commander, 362 Fighter Group
warbirdresourcegroup.org
Force friends, we
old, somewhat
looked over our own aeroplane.
shabby French mansion close by the
There were numerous holes,
orchard; a wooden sign over the main
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entrance bore the description
“Chateau des Mogin’s Maulers”.

pilot. In the dark, ‘Crutch’ drove us
in a jeep to where a number of tents
were randomly dispersed under some
trees. Inside was black dark until he
pumped and lit a lantern, saying “You
can sleep over there.” ‘There’ was a
cot just clear of the ground with a thin
palliasse pad and a woollen, khakicoloured sleeping bag rolled up at its
head. Considering the situation, this
seemed deluxe.

Through a US field communications
system, the Americans sent signals to
RAF 2 Group in England, and before
the day was out, acknowledgement
came back telling us to stay with
Magoffin’s unit until arrangements
could be made to have us taken back
to England.
War produces a lot of dust and, as 06
August began to wane, it changed the
sun to a huge orange ball as it sagged
through the horizon in the rapidly
cooling evening. Sleeping options
were announced which boiled down
to whether one might wish to sleep in
a tent or a slit trench. A number of
the Americans slept in slit trenches
each night that it didn’t rain, inspired
by a strong wish not to be hit by
shrapnel during the nightly shellings
that had become routine.

Crutch and I talked a while, each of us
interested in the sort of operational
flying the other was doing; in the end
we agreed there wasn’t much chance
we would trade jobs. Crutch thought
that flying Mitchells in broad daylight
to bomb tactical targets was not very
appetizing. “Hell”, he said, “no
matter how much fighter escort you
guys have, they can’t keep every
Kraut from getting at you. Our ‘17s
and ‘24s lose a lot of airplanes on
their ‘daylights’ in spite of colossal
escorts.” What he called tank escort
with ‘Teebolts’ sounded to me like a
sure way to get oneself blown out of
the sky. To shoot up deeply dug-in
anti-tank positions in advance of a
tank attack didn’t really have any
appeal for me.

This all seemed unreal compared with
our normal operational routine which
did not include being hit by shrapnel
while we slept in our clammy Nissen
huts at Hartford Bridge. I accepted an
invitation to sleep in the tent of
Captain Crutchley, a Thunderbolt
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Crutch noted “We
Americans saw it, the
may have trouble
bidding took off. I
getting to sleep if the
don’t know how high
Krauts decide to shell
it would have gone if
us; they’re usually a
I hadn’t said the gun
mile or two down the
wasn’t for sale. I was
road at night; maybe
surprised by all their
a little further during
interest; they all had
the daytime. Their
‘liberated’ Lugers and
Republic P-47 ‘Jug’ Thunderbolts
commonswikimedia.org
88s sound like a pentWalther P38s; a few
up fart and the shells arrive well
had Schmeisers. The Schmeiser was
before you hear the guns go off. They
a beautifully made little sub-machine
have a hell of a muzzle velocity.” His
gun with a metal shoulder piece that
familiarity with all this was something
folded neatly into the body of the gun.
new, so I asked him if we shouldn’t
do something to make sure we don’t
A few American mechanics at A12
have pieces of 88mm shell coming
looked at Ron Orpen’s Mitchell that
through the tent. “It all depends on
day and it was not long before, with a
whether you want to be killed in
burst of blue smoke, the damaged
comfort or at the bottom of a slit
engine came to life. After a few
trench” he replied. “I’m staying here,
adjustments, they said it was not quite
but if you’d like to take your bag out
a first class fix but they had no doubt
to a trench, I’ll give you a flashlight.”
it would get Ron and his crew safely
I was in the company of a new kind of
back to England. Ron was very
expert and the idea of ‘staying put’
satisfied with the way it ran, so he got
won out. In the morning, when we
his crew together for the trip back to
went for our K-ration breakfast, we
Hartford Bridge and offered to take
learned that a shell had landed close
our crew with them. He was a fine
to the medical fly and a piece of
pilot with far more experience than
shrapnel had ended the life of one of
me, but after thinking it over, I
the Army patients but, as one of the
decided against it; the Americans had
Americans said, he didn’t know it.
indeed succeeded in getting Ron’s
sick engine going, but who was to
I had been carrying a German Luger
know that his aircraft might not have
on ops for some time, and when the
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other problems due to an undetected
piece of flak.

The Anson dropped us outside the 226
briefing room and for the first time,
we missed the usual lorry ride in from
the dispersal at the end of a trip. It
was usually a happy event, with the
crews talking about what had scared
the hell out of them; the truck ride
celebrated that we had ‘got away with
it again’ and the mood was always
much more light-hearted and
animated than the ride out to the
aircraft.

With a little trepidation, I asked Ron
if he minded if we stayed put until the
RAF sent transportation. With typical
equanimity, he said not to give it a
thought and he would see us back at
226. His Mitchell kicked up an
enormous dust storm, used the entire
strip, and got off nicely. We received
word later that day saying aircraft
would be sent to fly us back to
England. Sure enough, the next day
two Mark I Ansons arrived. We were
a little disappointed that they couldn’t
find something better than Ansons,
but came to realize it was probably an
appropriate aircraft for getting a load
of people out of a small strip like
A12.

We learned that three other Mitchells
had gone down in France; two at B6
in the British sector, where one was
destroyed by fire. A few others
landed at Thorney Island and Ford on
the south coast of England. Only one
landed back at Hartford.
Over the next few days new Mitchells
delivered by the Air Transport
Auxiliary began to trickle in. Our old
‘V’ for Victor (FW152) never
returned to Hartford Bridge; it and the
remains of McQueen’s Mitchell
stayed at A12 until well after the war.
No operations were flown until 12
August when we successfully hit an
ammunition dump at Pois de Pleurs.

The trip to Hartford Bridge at 120-odd
miles per hour gave us our first low
altitude look at the Normandy
countryside; there were signs of
German and Allied movements
everywhere. Being accustomed to
Mitchell speeds, it seemed to take a
long time to get back to Hartford, and
the ninety miles of English Channel
seemed more like the Atlantic Ocean.

Only twenty-seven more to go!
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DISPERSALS ● UNITED KINGDOM
Going from knowing to remembering is not easy; may you enjoy remembering.

LAST POST

BOB DAVIES. Radar mechanic with 98 Squadron, died Monday 24th
November, in Reading. In addition to his time with 98 Squadron at
Dunsfold and beyond, he was back there very frequently in recent
years on the other side of the airfield to his old radar hut. The latter
still stands empty and damp; but there. Over the past few years he
has been help and sidekick to Reg Day in building the museum in a
couple of slightly more modern huts. Here he made his mark and left
his memory; including the genuine old Morse key with which he used
to fidget while the kettle boiled. One of those really genuine people
found often among Medium Bomber veterans.

From Australia comes the sad news that GORDON GRELLMAN has died. It is hoped to
have a fuller memory of him in the next newsletter
Among those who served longest, who were members of the 137 & 139 Wings All Ranks
Association was a W.A.A.F. Driver in 107 Squadron by the name of KAY WATTS. She
was also a member of the W.A.A.F. Association and wrote in their magazine. I never
met her but felt she was a friend; nevertheless her own words say more about her
closeness to those days and those colleagues than any other remembrance:- “Dear

Hartford Bridge…………“ .
After Larry Doyle, a U.S. American/RCAF pilot was wounded and repatriated,
TED HITCHCOCK and crew flew with ‘Collie’ Collins.

Collie had returned to 226

Squadron from France after being shot down. They kept in contact with each other and
with us. It was most sad to hear from Dot Collins that Ted has died. Somewhere there
may be a reunion.
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Kay Watts, as she remembered :-

Kay’s own words, in her own handwriting,
say more about her than any obituary could.

CHAIRMAN’S CHAT
Memories of more than sixty years ago: Bomber Command, O.T.U., and to Dunsfold to join 98 Squadron. After a
couple of days we were shipped over to ZAVENTEM where we were accommodated in a young ladies convent
school, with iron beds (no springs, just iron rods). We used to commute to the airfield for the day by day routine.
Being TACTICAL we were working in direct contact with our army fellows, so it really was a case of being called up
and going to support as it was required; sometimes two ops a day.
On the lighter side I recall that, after a raid the base was U/S because of fog; we landed at a place called
VANDEVILLE in France. We were dispersed for overnight accommodation; I was detailed with another fellow and
we reported to a house which turned out to belong to a Resistance man and his Mother. They were extremely kind
to us and gave us comfortable beds and fed us well out of their own meagre rations. We were very appreciative
you may be sure.
On another occasion we were fortunate to be taken over by the brother of “Misch” Janssen who had a lovely
chateau in the middle of BRUSSELS actually on the Rue Royale and I spent the best weekend of my young life there,
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being wonderfully fed, and wined also. One evening they took me to the theatre in Town where we enjoyed a
performance by the French National Orchestra --- quite something to remember.
Some of you will also remember when the 2nd. T.A.F., MBA went to Belgium, France and Germany and, in Brussels,
met the lady who we had known in ZAVENTEM days as the pretty little Stella van Verra, to whom we used to give
our sweet ration.
Far away in mind.
Best wishes to you all.

NORMAN PROWSE
(Chairman)

SECRETARY/ARCHIVIST’S REPORT
ARCHIVISTS REPORT
First of all I would like to take this opportunity to wish all of our members a Healthy and Prosperous New
Year.
Sadly I have to report the Passing of ‘Ted’ Hitchcock (Wop/Ag) 226 Sqdn) who was an ever present at the
Reunion along with the late ‘Collie’ Collins and Tom Brady. Bill McWhirter, ex-RCAF Air Gunner with 180
Squadron, passed away at 6:00pm, Monday 12 January 2009 in Ontario Canada and Gordon Grellman in Australia.
Kay Watts, a W.A.A.F. member has also passed on.
Since the Reunion all has been quiet there is very little to report about.
No progress has been made with regard to the B25 project and I have just been in contact with Kim Hogg
who has advised the Association of the current situation. I quote “With regard to this project I have had a bit of
good news, in the last week there's hope for a big multi-national sponsor coming on board which will hopefully
encourage the broadcasters to hop aboard too, however, I can't help feeling that this is going to delay everything
substantially, given the significance of the weather to the schedule.”
With that information it would seem it is now a question of waiting and seeing.
As mentioned in the last Newsletter I supplied the Production team with the names of our members
interested in participating in the project so at this time I think patience is the name of the game despite the fact
that we need to record the endeavours of our members and not let their deeds go unrecognised.
Mick Manning’s book Tail End Charlie has now been published, copies have been signed by those who attended
the last reunion and those who ordered copies should now have received their copies signed by both Mick and
Brita Manning.
A fourth volume of 2nd Tactical Air Force is being published in February 2009. This volume has an in depth
analysis of Camouflage Markings, weapons and tactics between 1943-45 and can be obtained from Midland
Counties Books for £29.99.
The next Reunion will be held at the Park Hotel Bedford on the weekend of the 25th to 27th September
2009. The Booking Form will be sent out with the next newsletter.
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Following on from last years Reunion I wrote to the Hotel pointing out a number of concerns relating to
the menu available for the Friday evening and for the state of some of the rooms. The Manager responsible at
the time has since moved on and has been replaced. The current Manager has replied that in September a
suitable menu will be available for us for any meals taken in addition to the Annual Dinner and that work is to be
carried out to upgrade the rooms. The reply received arrived before the recession crisis so hopefully this will not
affect the upgrade work too much.
As I mentioned earlier at this time of year all is reasonably quiet so if you have anything interesting to
pass to me for inclusion please feel free to contact me.
Russell Legross

REGISTRARS REPORT
DEATH
Further to my appeal in the last Newsletter Bill Cooper was kind enough to
contact me with the sad news that K Watts has passed away.
NEW MEMBER
A new Associate:
Mrs Carol Marsh
1a Old Tye Ave
Biggin Hill
WESTERHAM
TN16 3LY
Carol is the Daughter of B R Harrington.
NEWSLETTERS RETURNED
The Newsletters addressed to the following Members have been returned to me
marked "not known". I would be grateful to any Member who has news of them:
M Underwood of Northfleet
J Van Rossum of Amsterdam
CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Our Treasurer Amanda Riley is moving: see Treasurer’s Report
Happy New Year. Best wishes until next time,
John D McDonald
Hon. Registrar
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Treasurer's Report January 2009
The 2nd TAF MBA accounts current position is:
Current Account - £110.55
Capital Account - £1213.67
Reserve Account - £2.14
Subs for 2009 are still being collected so please forward me your £8 at your earliest convenience and
contact me direct if you have any queries
Happy New Year to everyone
Amanda Riley'
who now lives at:-9 Sidney Rd
Bedford
Bedfordshire MK40 2BQ
mobile number for now 07891 477126, as we don't have a new landline yet.

EDITOR’S NOTE

Referring back to the joint editorial, this sunset Ventura is not strictly a Medium Bomber but it did share dispersal
space at Hartford Bridge. 140 Squadron was Photo Reconnaissance, its pilot and photographer [the original is
very much better] is a New Zealander. 21 Squadron were there as part of 137 Wing with Venturas for a short
time before going off to convert to Mosquitos. Two of the places and Squadrons from whence we have no
members.

If you know of any dispersed colleagues, rope them in.

I’ll say again, do please let us know what you think of our newsletter.
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THE UNMENTIONED
One facet of the uniqueness of Medium Bombers.
The thought began when I first visited the Air Ambulance centre at Dunsfold. You may have had a sniff of my
feeling in the report.

They are daily saving lives.

So were you.

How many Noball ops have you got in your

Log Book ?

How many of them contained a mention of serious flak?

me collect.

They were heavily defended, tough targets. Too much so for low level to be attainable; as Sir

Basil Embry said “The gun is ultimately the master”.

Statistics your modesty is unlikely to let

They were tiny; a rail ramp in a farm or forest.

Too small

for the daytime heavies to be sure of hitting. How many of your target names are of sites not big enough to
show up on even a large scale Michelin map?

How many of you got a gong or even a Mention in Despatches for

a Noball? Let me know if you did; it should be ‘Mentioned in Retrospect’.
Later, in Fly Past for August 2008, I read the article on Leonard Cheshire. Low level marking to save French
lives.

V.3s; they never arrived.

You went to Mimoyenesques too.

Which brings me to the question -- how many lives were saved by unrecognised bravery?
launching of the V1s back from March to June.

You put the

The loss of civilian (Not including the many service personnel

lost against the V1s) lives in the first three months -- a roughly equivalent but shorter time than the delay -- is
hard to come by.

Churchill, on the 2nd August said “4,735 men (No women?) killed and 14,000 wounded.

[A

political statement?]. Wandsworth & Battersea alone record 607 killed and 1,851 wounded from 15th June - 31
August. Other cities, Portsmouth, Bristol etc., etc.., are not mentioned. It is reasonable to assume that a similar
number would have been involved between Mulch’s March and the actual mid-June. That is a lot of saved lives.
And -- what effect would V1s have had on the preparations and morale before D-Day?
As a personal comment, the V1s were the only things (including being on the wrong end of Ju87s) that made me
shit scared. Not actually; if you are trying to
flatten yourself into a Portsmouth 15” concrete
shelf every other night you are too compressed to
have moveable bowels. I bet that would have
been echoed among those gathering ready for DDay. In the Dutch Luftschvaart Militaire Museum
I saw an actual V1; it is surprisingly big -- in the
sky they looked small and sounded big, a noise
one hoped would not cease, just go away and
stop over someone else. Leaving guilt for having
had that thought.
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No one is likely to say “Thank You” to the Medium Bomber Noball activators. But you know. And “Thank You”;
no, “THANK YOU!!” to those who did not come back from life saving.

CORRECTION:

Bill Cooper has let me know that the Cleric with him at the memorial dedication was The

Reverend Prebendary of Lichfield Cathedral; not as I said, Bishop. My sincere apologies.

A SPARTAN BIRTH
(Labour pains for 2nd.T.A.F.)
Arthur Eyton-Jones recalls exercise ‘Spartan’
March 1943 was a happy month. On the 1st 226 Squadron took off for Hurn on the South Coast to take part in
Exercise “Spartan”. This was a large scale exercise as a preliminary to D-Day in which the Army and Air Force
were practising close co-operation and in which a mock battle was being fought between the forces of the North
and of the South. The feeling of still being on a Squadron but relieved, if only temporarily, from the threat of
imminent death, gave us all a party feeling. We were supposed to be a mobile close support
strike force and all our equipment was placed in about sixty vehicles
which included a mobile kitchen. We were housed
in tents and as an Officer I was issued with
a camp bed, a canvas bucket, a canvas
wash basin and a

revolver. The permanent quarters

of the aerodrome
were “Off Limits” to us and for the first

few

days we had a very rough time getting
used to tent life. Attached to our unit
was a very dashing Army Captain. He
arrived full of enthusiasm with a
magnificent map case and a set of
coloured crayons which he used to draw in the front line and opposing army dispositions. He had a field
telephone outside his tent and he proudly informed us that that he would give us the latest situation reports each
morning. The first day the front line stayed static - it remained that way for the rest of the exercise. Somewhere
in the Higher Command the existence of our Army Liaison Officer had been forgotten. We were given one target
to attack; it was a straight road about two miles long and reported to be packed with enemy transport. Twelve
Bostons roared down the road at telegraph pole height. The only occupant was a civilian motor cyclist who was
so shocked that he ran into a ditch.
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On the 6th of March 1943 we moved to Lasham and our ground transport followed on. All arrived safely except
for two vehicles, one contained our tents and the other the mobile kitchen so we spent the night out in the open,
cold and hungry! By now we had learned the art of camping the hard way and at night, in defiance of the black
out, fires could be seen burning away in front of each tent while the occupants squatted round cooking their own
succulent dishes. About this time the Group Captain Commanding our Home Base at Swanton Motley flew down
to see how we were getting on and brought the Catering Officer with him. On enquiring what we would like
when we returned to base he was given an overwhelming request for good meal. When, on the 11th of March the
exercise finished and we returned to Swanton Morley we had the largest steaks I have ever seen, topped with
fried eggs.
[ thus weaning a T.A.F.]

BOOK, FILM, AIRSHOW etc. REVIEWS & NEWS

WHEREFORE ART THOU? - YOU I MEAN
It is likely that many of you have visited
the R.A.F. Museum near Hendon;

I had

never been, so after I had passed the package of
Newsletter #91s to John and was thus in London, I
went.

I have a souvenir of a pleasure flight my

father took [the receipt was for about a week’s wage.]
in 1915 [ Mid WW1 ] from Hendon and also wanted
to find more about 342 Squadron at Vitry. (More about
that elsewhere.) The archivist I met was most helpful.
I then set off to find things relevant to Medium
Bombers. There were aircraft you may have trained
on and a 98 Squadron Mosquito but no mention of
Mitchells or Bostons. There were Luftwaffe
examples; a Heinkle 111 and a Ju88 (which I had
last seen close up and personal in 1940); but no
mention I could find, even in conversation with
stewards, of 2nd. T.A.F. Mediums.

Disappointing, but maybe I
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looked in the wrong places.

Ready for a night flight ?

Who was supposed to wind
the wheels down. ?

Training only; no operational Medium Bombers.

Have you met

………………….?

There were some who thought Barnes Wallace had lost his
marbles.

As a display of interesting aircraft etc. they have an excellent collection; as with all museums it is difficult to get
photo’s of individual aircraft but everything is comfortably spaced for moving round and getting close.
Definitely worth a visit and the walk from/to the Underground or the 113 bus is good exercise.

ONLY TRAINING
If the R.A.F. Museum has only training aircraft relevant to 2nd. T.A.F. maybe it is carrying on a tradition of “only”
training. Ray Marshall (Radio Tech., 180 Squadron, writing in ‘Over to You’ in 1994 commented; “I came to 180 Squadron
in mid-1944 at Dunsfold after a rather soporific career in Training Command working on ancient Oxfords and clapped-out
Blenheims” ………. “There was always a shortage everywhere in wartime. Training command were always short of airfields
and were constantly sending flights of aircraft around the country to odd and empty airfields ………”
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TRAINING --LINK

THE MISSING

Did anybody out there like the Link??

DON’T GET EXCITED
“ Havoc – Spitfire switch for R.A.F. Museum “
THE “Quote“ is from Fly Past magazine for February 2009, p7. And it is correct. An agreement has been made “which will
result in a restored A.20G Havoc joining its collection” and “the Havoc was flown by the R.A.F in World war Two as the
Boston”.
Had my report on the Hendon R.A.F. Museum been presumptuous in suggesting that they ignored 2nd. T.A.F.. Medium
Bombers? I spoke to an extremely helpful Curator [who shall be nameless or he/she might be shot for admitting that 2nd.
T.A.F. Medium bombers existed]. There is a Curator who specialises in 2ND. T.A.F. but his phone number is not available.
The helpful one gave me details of the A.20 to come -- 43—9436, supplied to the U.S.A.F. in November 1943, going to the
89th. Bombadier Squadron, 3rd. Bombardment Group, 5th Air Force in the S.W.Pacific. It had the nose art “Big Nig”. On its
10th mission in May ‘44 v Wawak [I think that 89th Squadron had moved from Charters Towers, NT, Aus. to Port Moresby by
then but have not confirmed] it was damaged and came down in a swamp.

From whence, in 1994 it was lifted and taken for

storage to R.A.A.F. Amberly in Queensland, Australia. It is being restored for the R.A.F. Museum and in some years time will
be on display.
The internet added to the information; 43-9436 was
probably converted to have a 6 x 0.5mm mg. nose for low
level strafing v troop and shipping targets and called “Big Nig”
with nose art of a “Damon Runyan style” red-indian character
painted on left side of the nose. (I have not yet found the
significance of Big Nig - ’43 seems too early for an AfroAmerican possibility)
She was usually flown by 1st. Lt. James l. Foise but on the
final occasion her pilot was 2nd. Lt. Tom Reading -- it was his 10th mission, not the aircraft’s. The rest of the crew were:
Gunner, S/Sgt. Burke L.Cock; and Crew Chief, R.J.Cambell.

Ground fire caused a damaged oil lead and a broken crank
shaft.

On the return journey they put down in a swamp

near Chaagabury in Papua New Guinea.

The crew were

rescued.
In October 1944 the aircraft was lifted by a Mi-26 [Russian]
helicopter to Madang and then by C-130 to R.A.A.F.
Amberly for storage, then, to the R.A.A.F Museum at Point
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Cook, Victoria [where bits were used to restore their display Boston].

The fuselage has since moved to Precision

Aerospace (also in Vic) for storage [see pictures] and, now, for restoration over the next few years.
R.A.F.Museum, Hendon will then have a Boston. Will they mention 2nd.T.A.F., Medium Bombers??

MUSIC WHILE YOU WORK
An email re Remembrance Day from Barrie Collins [88 Squadron] told me a little about Howard Houtheusen:The early connection was with the Squadronaires. He flew in 88 Squadron through to the time when they had
Sunderlands in the South Pacific. Barrie also sent the picture

“On November 19th. 1943” says the press
release from Dunsfold Park Ltd., “Reg Day
celebrated his 21st birthday at Dunsfold
Aerodrome.”

“Weather had confined

them to the fights near Rose Cottage and
Reg recalls, “We would be laughing,
chatting and singing songs while I played
my harmonica. My mates and I went to
the NAAFI, had a few beers and plotted our
futures.” 65 years later at Dunsfold [It was
a usual Wednesday] he celebrated his 86th with a ‘proper’ English tea party and
a fabulous cake decorated with a B.25. ** Jim McAlister, Chief Executive of
hosting Dunsfold Park Ltd. Said “Today is a very special day…….The nation
owes a great of gratitude to men and women like Reg and I’m proud to be able
to celebrate with him …….and
support his museum which will
ensure that the heritage of the
site is not forgotten.”
** And Grumpy.
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SNIPPETS
Also in the Dunsfold Park newsletter was this tribute:
Along with the picture they said:- “We were saddened to hear of the death of
Bob Davies”
“Bob’s contribution to the museum was invaluable and he will
be sorely missed.
Our thoughts are with his family at this sad time”
Abbi Harris and Nancy Edwards, consultants on the staff, took a floral tribute
when they attended his funeral.
They also “…. paid tribute to the men and women who served at the
aerodrome …… by placing a wreath of poppies at the memorial by
the Compasses …”
The veterans’ contribution to the history of Dunsfold is appreciated there.

Another birthday,’ borrowed’ from Oz Observations, where he is a frequent contributor, Nevin Filby celebrates his 90th.
this month [Feb].

Congratulations and thanks on both counts. May you and your interest long continue.

Dunsfold made it into the Fly Past magazine’s calendar for 2009,
the August picture. [I am using my own photo of the same
occasion for copyright reasons].

What do you think the

comment would have been had the low level beat up happened 65
years earlier??
No prizes, but printable suggestions might well fit into the next
edition.
TV Project: no news as we go to press.

[See Russ’s report.]

The Gal From Kalamazoo’s life after 226 Squadron: John Reynders has sent me the outline of ‘her’ post repair
and modification to become part of 324 (Lorraine) Squadron’s Mitchell for Boston swap at Vitry and subsequent
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member of the French Air Force. The last known of her was as spare parts at Trenton, Ontario. I think the parts
are likely to be untraceable. But there may be some still tucked away in the current flying Mitchells.

[If anyone has memories of the Vitry swap, please let me know. Ed.]

OZ OBSERVATIONS
“ Hals und Beinbruch “
I imagine that many of you enjoy “Fly Past” magazine. I have just (December) got to reading the September
edition. (Your fault, the newsletter, happily, takes my time.) Turning on to p36 the picture “said” artist Geoff
Nutkins (Son of recent member, Frank Nutkins). The text, related to Geoff’s museum and thus to the Battle of
Britain, about “The Cockney Sparrow with the enormous smile” who had a little boomerang given to him by his
Australian aunt as his lucky mascot. Past newsletters have told of the Floppy Eared Dog (Canadian Del Hines &
family from English children and currently with his daughter); the knitted Panda of Canadian Bill Fee. (Now with
English Len Moss’s daughter); we know of W/Cdr. Lynn (was he English or South African) and his tail plane gum.
Did not most of us have them and many must still be around (Mine is). Tell us about them and their stories,
preferably with a picture; the rest of us will be interested. Internationally.
Like any boomerang, this one comes back to you.

WHAT A WAY TO START
Nevin Filby, following up the ‘Start of 18 N.E.I.A.F. Squadron’ (nl # 91), writes “According to my Statement of
Service, on the 5th June 1942 I was just ending my Initial Training on the Queensland coast, North of Brisbane.
The Yanks had arrived and a couple of tyro pilots were putting on a display for us over the waves -- forgot to
put on a bit of top rudder in a steep turn at a very low level -- that was the end of an Airacobra and pilot.
That was our news but there was no news of the great kill by the fledgling 18 Squadron.”
Another story linked with training, there must be more, including yours.
Nevin’s letters are always interesting -- I am the lucky one who gets the whole thing, for which I am extremely
grateful, I will include many extracts in due course.
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?? An airline pilot who read newsletter # 91??
“What’s our wingspan, Number Two??”

Another Victorian who often contributes, Dick Levy, is home from a short stay in hospital and is threatening to
write again. Cheers!

From Perth, The Rogersons ask the question:-

?

A PAIR REAP PEAR
George Smith has a report about the purchase by a
Queensland business man of a B.25J-30 Mitchell
44-86725, N25NA, from a chap in Oregon, U.S.A.
This will then be with his A.20 Boston, which is
being restored. The B.25 + A.20 combination is
as appropriate for the North of Australia as it would
be in the UK.
The Mitchell was [Is?] known as “Super Rabbit”.

[I believe that rabbits are not normally welcomed into Oz - ed.]

Hopefully, more news to come.

A FURTHER TRAIN OF THOUGHT
TRAINING AND POSTINGS
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Western Australia
Cunderdin (WA) - Tiger Moths
Geraldton (WA) - Ansons
Transfers
Rail from Perth to Melbourne and Sydney
Sydney to San Francisco - Troop Ship - Washington (Mount Vernon)
Rail from San Francisco to Massachusetts (Camp Myles Standish)
New York to Greenock - Troop Ship - Aquitania
Return to Perth – Troop Ship, Liverpool to Fremantle – Stratheden
Europe - Training
Fairoaks (Surrey) - Tiger Moths
Wheaton Aston (Staffordshire) - Oxfords
Perton - Oxfords
Wing OTU (Bedfordshire) - Wellingtons
Little Horwood OUT, satellite of Wing - Wellingtons
Finmere (Buckinghamshire) - Mitchell conversion
Swanton Morley (Norfolk) - hold point before transferring to 98 Squadron in an Anson

[A pattern repeated in many Australian Log Books]
CLONTARF (PERTH) “BOSUN’S” CHAIR
Clontarf is still a Catholic school that is located beside the Canning River in the southern suburbs of
Perth. Our initial training, which involved many unusual elements, commenced at Clontarf. One of the
most odd memories I have, and which we thought was humorous at the time was the use of the
“bosun’s chair” to enable an experience of changing low heights above the ground to be obtained. This
chair was attached by ropes to a frame and we each had a turn at sitting in it and being hoisted
upward to perhaps 15 or 20 feet in stages. We were then informed of the height we had reached at
each stop.

[ And some of them still brought twigs home from later flights.

Ed.]

CUNDERDIN WINDS and a TIGER MOTH CIRCUIT DEMONSTRATION
Cunderdin is a wheat belt town approximately 200 kilometers due east of Perth which still has an
operational airfield that is used by a gliding club today. In summer, the weather can be extremely hot
and very strong easterly winds often occur. Flying training was started as early as 5 am to enable as
much of the day’s training to be completed before the easterly wind became too strong.
On one occasion an instructor took off in a Tiger Moth into a very
strong easterly wind and climbed to normal circuit altitude. At this
point he reduced the engine speed and allowed the wind to blow
the aircraft backwards over the runway to the point where he could
increase engine speed again as necessary and descend toward the
runway and land. A circuit had been done without turning the
aircraft. It is the only time I have ever seen this done.
I was not very fond of the Wellingtons we used for training because
they were old aircraft that had been taken out of active service.
Records show that one Wellington was lost on average every month from the operational training units
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(combined numbers). Two were lost during the period I was at Wing. I also remember that while with
a group of friends returning home one night after a few beers at the local pub we came across a
burning Wellington in a paddock. The rescue teams had arrived before we came by, and I am unsure
who was flying this aircraft but assume all the crew would have been severely injured or killed.
Victoria

RR

[From Dick Levy’s ‘Life in the R.A.A.F., 1942 -1945]

Do you remember the words with which you were sent for your solo ?
Recalling Kelvin Williams;- “You’ve had so much practice recovering from lousy landings that I am pretty sure
that you won’t write yourself off.” [from his “Pre-operations Flying” in his Tiger? Newsletter # 88]
And mine (which should be in the Canadian section):- “Now it’s you and JC; and he hates Pilates.”

ADDRESS CHANGE

NORMAN GOYEN
is now at:-Room 9 Bayview
1295 Frankston-Dandenong Road
Carrum Downs
VICTORIA 3201
Tel: 03 9775 0979
MAY THE YEAR BE GOOD FOR YOU
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